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Bonna 
Hall 11.0, C21
HoReCa brand Bonna will present several new assortments at Ambiente 2023. 

With its new collection Ground, produced from recycled waste mud, Bonna 
presents the company’s endless respect for the earth and gives back to it what 
we have taken from the soil. The meticulously produced collection consists 
of two different colour options, the outer surface of which is a raw body, and 
the inner surface is gray and transparent. Even the boxes used in the packag-
ing of the 10-piece collection, which impresses with its simplicity, are made of 
recyclable materials.

Meanwhile, Bonna’s Craft collection is produced from recycled raw materi-
als. The brand, which recycles and reuses 80 per cent of the water used in 
production, sees it possible to produce without consuming the resources of 
our planet. 

Designed with the unreliable form of the Prints Collection, which supports 
wildlife as a design, Craft’s outer surface consists of a raw body and its inner 
surface consists of two colour options – gray and transparent. In the collection, 
which has recycled boxes, intermediate paper is used instead of a piphon.

Bonna also presents new cutlery collections. Designer Nick Holland’s Grace 
series, specially designed for the fine dining segment, draws attention with its 
elegant style. The design has a contemporary look resembling a style between 
Scandinavian and Japanese. Next, reflecting the comfortable ambiance of the 
casual dining world, the Vogue series has been designed with a sculptural fea-
ture with flowing lines and soft curves. Another series in the collection, Illusion, 
will be indispensable for banquet tables with its universal and timeless appeal. 
Using the best quality stainless steel in all Cutlery Collections, Bonna continues 
to provide solutions for the different needs of its users.

Finally, Bonna breaks new ground in the porcelain sector with Futura, reflect-
ing all the characteristics of the Renaissance! In the 15th and 16th centuries, 
the Renaissance, which influenced the whole world, revealed the energy of 
re-existence with art, philosophy and science. Based on this special period and 
designed using artificial intelligence technology with the blend of art, science 
and nature, Futura will bring the iconic effects of the Renaissance to the tables.
bonna.com.tr

5 mins with… 
Porcel will be giving a first 
look at their 2023 collections 
this Ambiente. The last 
number of years has been 
about innovation and the 
company has taken an 
opportunity to innovate 
the way they lay out their 
porcelain pieces to help 
clients visualise them in thier 
own setting. Those who visit 
during the early days of the 
show will have an exclusive 
first-hand look at the new 
pieces. Porcel’s president Ana 
Roque tells us why Ambiente 
is important to her company

Hall 12.1 Stand D37
What benefits are there to exhibiting at 
Ambiente 2023?
This is an international tradeshow frequented 
by buyers from all over the world. It serves as 
a meeting point with current clients and as an 
opportunity to potentially attract new ones. 
Porcel will also take this as a chance to showcase 
new releases, by launching the new 2023 Spring 
collections during the event.

Which new collection are you 
particularly excited to exhibit?
We are very excited to finally exhibit the new 
collections we have been working on. These new 
releases are the result of months of work and 
dedication, being sure to reflect our endeavour 
to innovate the way we work with high-end 
porcelain. As the launch of the collections will 
be during Ambiente, we are looking forward to 
hear the first impressions from those who visits us 
during the event.

www.porcel.pt
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Trends Blue

Sophisticated 
shades 
The glasses of our Aura series reflect the beauty of 
modern times. The sophisticated highlights add a 
subtle splash of colourful freshness to their simple 
design. Whether at home, in the garden, at a picnic 
or in restaurants with an urban flair – Aura is sure to 
create an exceptional dining experience. 

www.zwiesel-glas.com 

Refined 
hand-cut 

work
Inspired by Japanese tea pots, Vista 

Alegre’s Camellia box is presented 
in clear crystal and satin blue glass, 
both with a refined hand-cut work 

that contrasts with smooth areas.
Generously sized, it becomes an 

ideal piece to decorate a living space.
www.vistaalegre.com 

The Sip of Gold champagne tumblers from Sieger by 
Fürstenberg are a combination of wafer-thin porcelain 
and the finest precious metal. Especially when the 
tumblers are filled with a drink, hundreds of reflections 
create the impression of liquid gold that gives the 
collection its name. Every single tumbler is individually 
crafted in a variety of different stages. 

No two pieces are alike with the Sip of Gold Drips and 
Drops tumblers: each tumbler is one of a kind, a product 
of masterful artisanry and guided chance. The cobalt 
blue decors Drips and Drops are applied by hand with 
great finesse. Drops big and small create completely new 
patterns on the wafer-thin white porcelain each and 
every time, making each tumbler unique, handcrafted 
character vividly palpable. 

www.fuerstenberg-porzellan.com 

Reflecting  
gold

Ocean inspired 

As a Portuguese company, Porcel has always been inspired by 
the ocean. Collections such as Adamastor and Blue Legacy, 
recreate the intense hue of the sea through the use of cobalt 
blue decorations.

Furthermore, Porcel also offer options with milder tones. On 
the one hand, Silver Rain features selected pieces in a soft blue, 
finished with hand painted platinum edges. On the other hand, 
Louise Lotus has a pastel blue and golden surface with a unique 
texture, due to an exclusive Porcel technique. This collection has 
recently grown to embrace a wider range of pieces, which are 
already available to check out on Porcel’s website.

www.porcel.com

The Sansui series has been deeply admired for generations since its launch 
in 1915, immune to influences from fashion trends. The featured pattern is 
called the “willow pattern”, which became popular around the world in the 

19th century; during which many Japanese ceramics manufacturers exported 
large amounts of these works to the West. The Sansui series is one of Nikko’s 

longest-selling products, stretching over 105 years. 
The Sansui series had long been made using sheet copper 

decoration on ironstone china. Now, it has been newly released with 
its decorations applied to pure white fine bone china using Nikko’s 

advanced paper transfer technology.

www.nikkoceramics.com 

Classic style
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